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J32a2 Performance Parts
Requires #84161 kit with rev limiter mod. big port j32a2 cylinder head being assembled with all new hardware. Buy a J37A intake manifold or
leave a stock one, but your manifold will need porting. OBX Racing sports and the parts contained herein are not sponsored, affiliated,
associated, licensed nor authorized or otherwise connected in anyway with America Honda Motor Corporation, Inc the original equipment.
050" Lift: °/° RR: 1. These injectors come with clips and pins for easy install. Elusive Racing provides Honda performance parts. Serial Number
J32A1: 5400001- J32A2: 2300001 - Transmission Number B7WA - 5000001 I Ia b a. These bolts are forged from aerospace alloy and
heat-treated, thread rolled and machined with an exclusive, flat, 12-point head design. Use J32A2 intake and exhaust systems Using all of these
parts will actually increase your power to about 320-330 horsepower. 0L GT-40X PAIR OF ALUMINUM GT40 HEADS M-6049-X307;
Ford Performance Parts M-6010-BOSS35192 Boss Engine Block; Ford Performance Parts M-6051-A302 Cylinder Head Gaskets; Ford
Performance Parts M-6051-B341 Cylinder Head Gaskets. AEM's Series 2 EMS is a complete engine control system that plugs into the
factory harness and uses the factory sensors. This makes it possible to swap in J32A2 camshafts. the engine we have in stock was removed
from our donor vehicle in japan and imported directly to us with approximately 55k-65k miles on it! ***note: this is a japanese imported engine
and interchangeable with 2001-2003 acura cl (type-s model only) here in the united states. 4L CT Engineering Product Code: 350-094. Near
elimination of performance inhibiting carbon deposits, dramatically longer plug life and a 5-year/100,000 mile limited warranty DiamondFire
electrode technology that creates a superior spark and resulting flame front extending further into the cylinder, producing more localized



pressure. 85 litre V6 is pretty good, even by today's standards. 0L GT-40X PAIR OF ALUMINUM GT40 HEADS M-6049-X306; FORD
PERFORMANCE 302 351W 5. Automotive Stuff is your source for Performance Chips.J32a2 Performance Parts First is our turbo
manifolds. 6L GM Chevrolet CK and GMC diesel GM marine. It was introduced in 1995 to replace the Acura Vigor and was badged for the
Japanese-market from 1996 to 2000 as the Honda Inspire and from 1996 to 2004 as the Honda Saber. com is a leading supplier of OEM
Acura parts along with parts and accessories for Honda vehicles. 75 gearsets, and various case upgrades. Stage 2 TH400 – 750 HP/TQ
capable. As the J32 engine becomes more popular, we are getting settled into providing some products for them. com Complete Engines for
Sale Jdm toyota 5s-fe engine and transmission 1997-2001 camry 5sfe 2. The problem is that the opening and closing of the actuator valve is
not coded in the j32a2 ECU. Head bolt set for Acura, Honda, Saturn, V6, 3. All the car magazines gushed over the NSX gorgeous looks,
incredible handling, and unstoppable performance. Performance Bolt On/ Drop In Parts Featured Products Stage2Cams - J-SERIES - DYNO
PROVEN *HP STAGE 2 "ALL AROUND" PERFORMANCE CAMSHAFT or "CUTTING SERVICE" (MODEL FITMENT IN DROP
DOWN MENU) + 1 Year Warranty (FREE SHIPPING). A 1/8" NPT port and 90 degree fitting retains the factory EVAP Purge, but can
also be deleted or plugged for a cleaner install. As the J32 engine becomes more popular, we are getting settled into providing some products
for them. Instead of your heads, you can use J32A2 heads, J32A2 pistons, and a J32A2 intake and exhaust system. 4G63 Lancer Evolution;
6G72 GTO (3000GT VR4) Other Mitsubishi Parts; EURO SUPER GT. 2 L J32A V6. 5 turbo Diesel, Hummer, hummve and Duramax 6600
6. Includes 12 stainless steel allen bolts and 12 stainless steel washers. , Direct Ship 100% guarantee. First is our turbo manifolds. 0L GT-40X
PAIR OF ALUMINUM GT40 HEADS M-6049-X306; FORD PERFORMANCE 302 351W 5. These are OEM Acura injectors that
come stock on the Acura RDX. | O2 Sensor Ports: 1 | Engine: 3. Conceived in this great nation, our company strives to meet the needs of all
consumers for automotive parts, such as tires, bike racks, performance parts, and more, in Canada. 5 turbo Diesel, Hummer, hummve and
Duramax 6600 6. heads/manifold/tb or get J32A2 short block along with J32A2 upper/lower manifold and throttle body. View a wide
selection of Engine Part and other great items on KSL Classifieds. We use it on almost every project we do because it perfor. Since 1914,
Beck/Arnley Worldparts, Inc. In either case, these two items are not yet in production. HTP was the first Real street bike to break the.
Choosing the Right Performance Exhaust Header. All these performance parts will increase power to 320-330 HP at the flywheel. CENTRIC
PREMIUM BRAKE DISC WITH BLACK E-COATED HUB, DIRECT FIT. Us Engine Production Inc- 6. J Series Cylinder Head Exhaust
Port Block off Plate (RCA) Our Price: $41. Auto Parts ⁄ Emission Control FEL-PRO Performance Exhaust Manifold Gasket 1408 $ 34. 5TL
SOHC 20V I5 235 J30A1 1997 Acura 3. Performance Bolt On/ Drop In Parts Featured Products Stage2Cams - J-SERIES - DYNO
PROVEN *HP STAGE 2 "ALL AROUND" PERFORMANCE CAMSHAFT or "CUTTING SERVICE" (MODEL FITMENT IN DROP
DOWN MENU) + 1 Year Warranty (FREE SHIPPING). 2L GAS •2002-2003 Acura TL Base Sedan 4 3. Order now!. See full list on
tunersdepot. Stick with the proven brands and you get a high quality product backed by a great organization. HON-220-580-1620F: ACURA
J32A Rods (TL, CL, Inspire, 3. The engine bay now houses a limited amount of trunk space, along with a relocated fuel tank. CASE LA
Engine * Sealed Power #SL1775, SL1830 302 Series Superior Piston #A1063 White Machine #G22CH, G222HCH, G222LPCH M & W
Gear Kit #SP24S Genuine Parts #S145,MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE - White Motors M-M Eng. 4L CT Engineering Product Code: 350-094.
2013 Acura ILX 2. As hardcore car enthusiasts ourselves, we are honored to provide you with the most concise technical advice, specific
information, and performance-based guarantees in the entire JDM engine industry. They come with complete v-band sets on the collector exits
to aid in the fabrication process of the crossov. This kit features: Dual mount height. 2L V6 J30A1 / J32A1 Stainless Steel Headers Downpipe |
NOTE: DOES NOT FIT MANUAL TRANSMISSION / REQUIRES MODIFICATIONS FOR INSTALLATION | Inlet: 1. 800+Hp-
Piston - HalferLand Performance 800+HP Honda J-Series J32/J35 89mm STD "Hyper" / Semi Forged Pistons (C clips and +1mm Larger
Upgraded Wrist Pins Included) $550. , enginedesignationname: J32A2, FI, VTEC Eng. It's been a bit of a headache, but it's coming along. Up
for sale is a 5. ARP's Flywheel and Flexplate Bolts deliver unmatched performance and safety for both street or strip vehicles alike. The coil in
the pic isn't a M104 type and I can't say with 100% certainty that very late M120 didn't use that coil. Elusive Racing provides Honda
performance parts. Ford Performance Parts M-7003-R58C - Ford Performance Parts Cobra R Tremec 5-Speed HD Transmissions
Transmission, Manual, Tremec 5-Speed Extra HD, 5-Speed, Ford, Close Ratio, 2. 2L SOHC 24V FWD Auto,Manual UA56 J32A2 Stock
Size Light Weight factory belt layout Manufacturer: RalcoRZ: $199. 2 Ll, SOHC VTEC Sequential Multiport Fuel-injected, 225HP engine
J32A2: 3. What Go-Parts Guarantees You: Quality Guaranteed. 55 Gross Lift: "/" LSA: 108° RPM: 1500 to 9500 Redline: 10000 Learn
More. 2L GAS •2002 Honda Odyssey Cargo Mini Cargo Van 5 3. V-tec & ECU tuning req. High Performance / Heavy Duty FRAM {Click
Info Button for Alternate/OEM Part Numbers 1560041010, D9AZ6731A, E7NN6714AA, ZZL014302 } Tough Guard; Spin-On Spin-on
Oil Filter. Forum Tools Search this Forum. 2L USDM SOHC VTEC V6 00+ 3. *This mount kit is designed to work with an EG/DC rear
cross member, lower control arms and steering rack*Like all Hasport Mount Kits, it's designed using sophisticated CAD/CAM software.
#neversleepperformance #neversleepusa #honda #acura #jseries #hondajseries #hondajseriesv6 #hondaracing #hondalife #garagelife #j32
#j32a2 #flowtest #portlife #acuracl #supertech #webcams #covid_19 @ Akron, Ohio. I'm currently working on swapping the Pilot 4WD trans
and rear diff along with a J32A2 from my old CL into a CRV. Visit our online store for options and pricing. The shells are in excellent shape
when ejected with only a slight dent to the mouth of the case that should be easily reshaped with the sizing die. Axle/Hub Kit for Honda B-
Series; OBX Drag Race Spec Axles are capable of handling 1000+ HP - a definite must for anyone putting out SERIOUS power. To make
such a J30/J32 hybrid work properly, you have to configure the ECU, install headers and a 2. Select a Vehicle to See Parts for Your Car. 4L
CT Engineering Product Code: 350-094. It has a aem 5 bar map installed, ive switched it out for another good sensor and same issue. 「なるほ
どwifi」は、光回線やWiMAX等のモバイルwfiについて詳しく丁寧に解説するサイトです。初心者にわかりやすいをモットーにインターネット回
線の基礎を詳しくご紹介しています。. , the premier manufacturer of performance products for Honda and Acura automobiles. 1980 E 5th
Street #101. 2L (J32A2) 196" 37870-PK2-005 12029 — YEAR ENGINE FOOTNOTE OE # PART # UNIV PART # WHAT THEY
DO Measure coolant temperature and signal computer to adjust air/fuel mixture. Our cutting edge technology has always set the industry
standard. 5mm Valve Locks 7 Degree. For 2007, This Version Features A 3. 5 turbo Diesel, Hummer, hummve and Duramax 6600 6. Since
we also operate a shop we know the kind of specialized tool Jaguar technicians need. check if this fits your. OEMAcuraparts. They do not
come with the crossover for now. J32a2 engine and 6 speed transmission Dc sport headers Custom 3" exhaust Custom intake AEM
standalone ecu Wireworx. 2 Ll, SOHC VTEC Sequential Multiport Fuel-injected, 260HP engine b. Returned parts will be inspected, and a
refund given within 5 business days if the part is new, unopened, and uninstalled. The coil in the pic isn't a M104 type and I can't say with
100% certainty that very late M120 didn't use that coil. We use only high quality parts and processes when building all of our engines. & p/s
(Polished Color) Underdrive factory belt layout: 914991: 97-99: CL: 3. 6L L6 and is perfect for a tune up or performance upgrade. Advanced



search. It’s a very compact all-aluminum 60 degree V6 that I believe will fit the character of the car, with a large array of aftermarket parts
available. 00 Fox body Headers 302, 289, 5. AEM Series 2 P&P EMS Honda J30A J30A1 J32A J32A1 J32A2 J35A4 Contact us for a
price Part Number 30-6051 This is a standalone ECU for Honda/Acura J-Series V6 applications listed inside. At Fuel Injector Clinic, we offer
the highest quality performance injectors in the market. Performance Aftermarket Products for Trucks, Performance Cars, Luxury Cars, Sports
Cars and Off-Road. Its bore and stroke is 89 mm × 86 mm (3. honda j35 supercharger, A supercharger is, for all intents and purposes, an air
compressor designed to force large amounts of air through your Honda Accord engine. Description: This Brake Disc is brought to you by
AutoDirectSave for your Acura. Stop in the performance section of this list and see if anyone has pics / info. All the shells were ejected about
seven feet away from me at 4 to 5 o’clock position.. 2001–2003 J32A2 - CL Type-S, TL Type-S; 2004–2008 J32A3 - TL; 1998+ 3. 2l
motor (US $1,399. AEM 30-6051 Series 2 Plug & Play Engine Management System Honda V6 J-Series Swaps J30, J32 & J35. 2000
Honda Accord EX J32A2 SWAP Engine: J32A2 with new belts and water pump, cold air intake. Manzo TP-048 Headers Manzo Headers
(TP-048) for a Honda. 2002-2001 3. We open the manifold, work our magic and weld the manifold back together. I am working on getting
the rest of parts to swap the enigne into my 95 Civic Sedan. Manifold excepts external 35 or 38mm wastegates, and any T3/T4 turbo. You will
need the following performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a J32A2 intake and exhaust
system. j32a2 engine, The Deepest Discounts for Acura Performance Parts and Accessories at TunersDepot - All of our Aftermarket Acura
Custom Parts and Accessories are Free Shipping in the United States! Sep 19, 2017 · Boyette's teal S2000 ditches its venerable F-series
inline-four engine for a J32A2 3. Performance may be improved by head porting. J30A, J30A1, J32A, J32A1, J32A2 & J35A4 #31746.
Acura TL Type S 3. Quite famous among people nearby this area. 72 This apparently will bolt onto the Si Manifold. 00 Fox body Headers
302, 289, 5. These injectors come with clips and pins for easy install. & P/s Pulleys (Polished Color) (2000-2003) Part Number: 914914
Year: (2000-2003) Note: Type S 3. 0L DOHC i-VTEC Engine Base Model Acura RSX. You would also need the following J32A2 parts:
injector base (lower manifold) including fuel rails, fuel injectors, upper manifold and throttle body, and new head studs. This H&R DRM Series
Wheel Spacer - 25mm (1 Pair) (Mfg#5065640) fits Acura CL V6 3. All these performance parts will increase power to 320-330 HP at the
flywheel. Skunk2 Racing is an industry leading aftermarket performance parts manufacturer that designs, engineers, develops, and manufactures
engine, suspension, and exhaust performance parts for Honda, Acura, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Mazda, and Subaru. You would also need the
following J32A2 parts: injector base (lower manifold) including fuel rails, fuel injectors, upper manifold and throttle body, and new head studs.
Tips about increasing power up to 270-280 HP, and the list of main performance parts for this purpose. JDM 01-03 Honda Acura TL Type S
J32A 3. 2 Ll, SOHC VTEC Sequential Multiport Fuel-injected, 260HP engine b. •2001 Acura CL Premium Coupe 2 3. After the motor was
in the car, the hood wouldn’t close, which was a bit of an issue. In either case, these two items are not yet in production. seattle > auto parts -
by dealer itr itr, ivtec, j j30 j30a j30a, j30a1 j32 j32, j32a j32a1 j32a2 j32a3 j35 j35a j35a, j35a1 j35a3 j35a4 j37a, japan japanese jdm. 6)
Exceptional Auto Parts Sdn. This throttle body adapter utilizes an O-ring to seal against the intake manifold and OEM Honda gasket to seal
against the throttle body. 0L GT-40X PAIR OF ALUMINUM GT40 HEADS M-6049-X307; Ford Performance Parts M-6010-
BOSS35192 Boss Engine Block; Ford Performance Parts M-6051-A302 Cylinder Head Gaskets; Ford Performance Parts M-6051-B341
Cylinder Head Gaskets. & P/s Pulleys (Polished Color) (2000-2003) Part Number: 914914 Year: (2000-2003) Note: Type S 3. If the owner
did his homework and was patient, it’ll be a J32A2 from the early 2000’s Acura CL or TL Type S. 2014 Acura ILX 2. Performance may be
improved by head porting. The car's heart is a 3. seattle > auto parts - by dealer itr itr, ivtec, j j30 j30a j30a, j30a1 j32 j32, j32a j32a1 j32a2
j32a3 j35 j35a j35a, j35a1 j35a3 j35a4 j37a, japan japanese jdm. Engine Number J32A1 - 5400001 I Ia b a. After you have the engine and
transmission the swap isn’t that hard. SKU 30-6051 $1361. 2L SOHC VTEC V6 Engine Engine Serial Number: J32A-2300078All
Electronics, Wiring Harness and ECU have to be used out of the original engine onto this engine. 4G63 Lancer Evolution; 6G72 GTO
(3000GT VR4) Other Mitsubishi Parts; EURO SUPER GT. 2L SOHC V6 JDM Engine & Automatic Transmission 06-11 Honda Civic
R18A 1. Conceived in this great nation, our company strives to meet the needs of all consumers for automotive parts, such as tires, bike racks,
performance parts, and more, in Canada. larger view Factory O2 Sensor. International is the premier worldwide supplier of cylinder head
components to the aftermarket in terms of quality, service and product offering. The Renault R5-inspired build features a custom-fabricated
rear subframe carrying a 3. 「なるほどwifi」は、光回線やWiMAX等のモバイルwfiについて詳しく丁寧に解説するサイトです。初心者にわかり
やすいをモットーにインターネット回線の基礎を詳しくご紹介しています。. It can be had for ~$500. 2L VTEC J-series V6 J32A2 V6 (Type-S
Models) Acura ILX. A-Spec suspension, A-Spec/OEM body kit (minus the wing), OEM Fog Lights, and the Aluminum 6MT **** knob.
INT/EXH - Dur @. 011 Bolt Size: 3/8″ Bolt P/N: BT61501-625 Gram Weight: 570. They come with complete v-band sets on the collector
exits to aid in the fabrication process of the crossov. Near elimination of performance inhibiting carbon deposits, dramatically longer plug life
and a 5-year/100,000 mile limited warranty DiamondFire electrode technology that creates a superior spark and resulting flame front extending
further into the cylinder, producing more localized pressure. ARP's Flywheel and Flexplate Bolts deliver unmatched performance and safety for
both street or strip vehicles alike. Elusive Racing's wide range of quality brands Honda Oem, K Tuned, Skunk2, Spoon, Tegiwa and Project
Mu. This H&R DRM Series Wheel Spacer - 25mm (1 Pair) (Mfg#5065640) fits Acura CL V6 3. Syn Garage. Welcome to the OEM
Honda/Acura parts and accessories division of Acura of Peoria near Phoenix, Arizona. AEM's Series 2 EMS is a complete engine control
system that plugs into the factory harness and uses the factory sensors. JBA's shorty design is a modern innovation of the old header design. 85
litre V6 is pretty good, even by today's standards. Use J32A2 intake and exhaust systems Using all of these parts will actually increase your
power to about 320-330 horsepower. Honda is one of the leading auto manufacturers in the world. Free Shipping in Canada over $99. If
anyone knows where I can find one please let me know. 5mm Valve Locks 7 Degree. The hits kept comin' in the 90's with Acura's redesign of
the Integra and the phenom called the NSX. 2L V6 J30A1 / J32A1 Stainless Steel Headers Downpipe | NOTE: DOES NOT FIT MANUAL
TRANSMISSION / REQUIRES MODIFICATIONS FOR INSTALLATION | Inlet: 1. 050" Lift: °/° RR: 1. You will need the following
performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a J32A2 intake and exhaust system. A-Spec
suspension, A-Spec/OEM body kit (minus the wing), OEM Fog Lights, and the Aluminum 6MT **** knob. In the meantime, a J32A2 is
being built with Trackspec’s partners Supertech Performance and Brian Crower (BC), which will bump Irene right up to the 12:1 limit. I'm
currently working on swapping the Pilot 4WD trans and rear diff along with a J32A2 from my old CL into a CRV. The problem is that the
opening and closing of the actuator valve is not coded in the j32a2 ECU. It has a aem 5 bar map installed, ive switched it out for another good
sensor and same issue. Turbo Kits & Parts for 2016 Honda Accord. #neversleepperformance #neversleepusa #honda #acura #jseries
#hondajseries #hondajseriesv6 #hondaracing #hondalife #garagelife #j32 #j32a2 #flowtest #portlife #acuracl #supertech #webcams #covid_19
@ Akron, Ohio. Unless you just love running to the hardware store, we suggest you order the 03-1045 Mounting Bolt Kit. 0L 1991-1995



Acura Legend 3. These injectors are ideal for modified all motor K-Series engines using performance parts such as cams, intake, Kpro,
header, throttle body or intake manifold. The additions do not have to be done at once, Chassis/suspension parts for your Acura TL can be
added on a later date, but a balance should be met to support the extra power. 99) 08 09 10 honda accord engine 2. � You will need the
following performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a J32A2 intake and exhaust system.
These bolts are forged from aerospace alloy and heat-treated, thread rolled and machined with an exclusive, flat, 12-point head design. If you
have a J32A2 engine, then leave the. 800+Hp-Piston - HalferLand Performance 800+HP Honda J-Series J32/J35 89mm STD "Hyper" / Semi
Forged Pistons (C clips and +1mm Larger Upgraded Wrist Pins Included) $550. All these performance parts will increase power to 320-330
HP at the flywheel. Us Engine Production Inc- 6. •2001 Acura CL Premium Coupe 2 3. The included SCG-1 Boost controller will let you set
a safe Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) and it will cut boost if it becomes unsafe, making your setup more reliable and user/tuner friendly. STILLEN
Performance Exhaust, Intakes, Superchargers and Vehicle Styling products under leading brands STILLEN, Street Scene, TruPower Cold Air
Intakes and Stillen Cat Back Exhaust. P2R 01-03 Acura CL-S Type S Ported Lower Intake Manifold Runners J32A2 P322 94-97 HONDA
ACCORD ACURA CL 2. AEM 30-6051 Series 2 Plug & Play Engine Management System Honda V6 J-Series Swaps J30, J32 & J35. �
You will need the following performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a J32A2 intake
and exhaust system. 2L V6 J32A2 Engine 2002-2003 Complete Tune Up Kit OEM at the best online prices at eBay! Free shipping for many
products!. & p/s pulleys (Polished Color) Stock Size Light Weight factory belt layout: 914914: 97-97: CL: 2. Its bore and stroke is 89 mm ×
86 mm (3. So why is the price 4x as high? 4-Cyl Accord, Element. If the item has been opened, installed, or used, we are unable to accept a
return due to safety concerns. Includes 12 stainless steel allen bolts and 12 stainless steel washers. All these performance parts will increase
power to 320-330 HP at the flywheel. Visit our online store for options and pricing. 0mm Pin Diameter: 21mm PE Width: BE Width: 21.
Instead of your heads, you can use J32A2 heads, J32A2 pistons, and a J32A2 intake and exhaust system. View a wide selection of Engine
Part and other great items on KSL Classifieds. 7L 1991-2005 Acura NSX 3. 55 Gross Lift: "/" LSA: 108° RPM: 1500 to 9500 Redline:
10000 Learn More. I'm currently working on swapping the Pilot 4WD trans and rear diff along with a J32A2 from my old CL into a CRV.
Since 1981 King Motorsports has provided the highest quality performance products and services proven by eight road racing championships.
8L DOHC obd2 JDM Engine GS RS LS Civic CRX 91-93 Acura Legend C32A 3. High Performance Fuel Injectors; OBX Ultra-flow fuel
injectors are now available in low/high impedance types in varying flow rates for NA and Turbo charged vehicles. If the item has been opened,
installed, or used, we are unable to accept a return due to safety concerns. The automaker defines "normal" consumption as 1 quart of oil for
every 1,000 to 1,500 miles driven. 2L J32A1, Acura CL V6 3. 2L F22B1 VTEC INTAKE MANIFOLD GASKET Intake Manifold Gasket
Set Fits 97-02 Acura Honda Accord CL 3. From air intakes and suspension systems to racing seats and performance chips - we have it all
and much more to make functional or aesthetic improvement to your Honda. the updated ones with the above stuff should be next weekend or
the week after, after all the parts arrive and are installed. If you have a J32A2 engine, then leave the OEM cylinder head, they are almost as
good. American SAE 10-24 will fit. 30-Day No-Hassle Returns. Stainless Steel Allen Head Bolt Kit for J series Top Plate. 2L J32A2 V6
from a 2002 Acura CL Type-S was sourced and mated to a 99-00 NB Miata 6-speed manual transmission. With a "J-pipe" and a quick tune,
it's easy to add another thirty horsepower to the dyno chart, at which point you have nearly the power-to-weight ratio of a. See more Spark
Plug-Eng Code: J32A2 NGK PZFR6E-11. Acura TL J32A2 Type-S engine, J32A Motor V6 3. Instead of your heads, you can use J32A2
heads, J32A2 pistons, and a J32A2 intake and exhaust system. Find Acura Tl Type S in Engine & Engine Parts | Find a car engine for sale
locally in Ontario : gas and diesel engines, alternators, carburetors, crankshafts and more and make your car more powerful. 22 Available This
is a standalone ECU for Honda/Acura J-Series V6 applications listed inside. CL TL Type S J32A2: 2001-200 : 3. 2L SOHC VTEC V6 JDM
Engine CL J32A2 96-01 Acura Integra B18B 1. AEM's Series 2 EMS is a complete engine control system that plugs into the factory harness
and uses the factory sensors. Instead of your heads, you can use J32A2 heads, J32A2 pistons, and a J32A2 intake and exhaust system. J32A1
J32A2 J32A3: ALL: Click For More Info. 2L V6 J30A1 / J32A1 Stainless Steel Headers Downpipe | NOTE: DOES NOT FIT MANUAL
TRANSMISSION / REQUIRES MODIFICATIONS FOR INSTALLATION | Inlet: 1. Ford Powerstroke Performance Parts ;
Chevy/GMC Diesel Performance Parts ; J32a2 J32a3 J35a3 J35a4 J35a5 J35a6 J35a7 J35a8 J35a9 J35z1 J35z2 J35z3 J35z4 J35z5. J32a2
in my 3rd gen. The shells are in excellent shape when ejected with only a slight dent to the mouth of the case that should be easily reshaped with
the sizing die. Tips about increasing power up to 270-280 HP, and the list of main performance parts for this purpose. 00 Fox body Headers
302, 289, 5. Armstrong Race Engineering (ARE) Dry Sump Systems - products engineered with a passion. WARNING: This product can
expose you to chemicals, including Chromium (hexavalent compounds), lead and lead compounds, which are known to the State of California
to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm. All these performance parts will increase power to 320-330 HP at the flywheel. I am
having a lot of trouble finding a 6 Speed manual transmission for it. Keeping compression index of 11, this motor employs cold air intake
system plus 2-stage intake manifold (launched at 4,000 rpm), 35 mm inlet valves, fresh exhaust manifold plus redesigned exhaust system. 2003
Acura TL Spark Plugs. For 2007, This Version Features A 3. Honda was able to achieve such great horsepower per liter by utilizing their
VTEC technology, as well as having very high rev limiters ((RPM*Torque)/5252 = Horsepower). *This mount kit is designed to work with an
EG/DC rear cross member, lower control arms and steering rack*Like all Hasport Mount Kits, it's designed using sophisticated CAD/CAM
software. DBA T3 4000 Performance Slotted Brake Rotor Pair Front DBA42510S. SKU 30-6051 $1361. Cooling Performance Drag Race
Spec. 30-Day No-Hassle Returns. Engine, or crankshaft rotation, is the direction the engine spins: either clockwise or counterclockwise. Serial
Number J32A1. Transmission: Fully rebuilt/upgraded with quick/aggressive shifting. As hardcore car enthusiasts ourselves, we are honored to
provide you with the most concise technical advice, specific information, and performance-based guarantees in the entire JDM engine industry.
2 L J32A V6. 5-liter V6 gasoline engine that was first introduced in the 1998 Honda Odyssey. . 2L VTEC J-series V6 J32A2 V6 (Type-S
Models) 2003 Acura CL-S CT Engineering 3. Modify your 2002 Honda Accord Aftermarket Parts and Custom Parts at Tuners Depot - We
offer 2002 Honda Accord Performance Parts and Accessoires with Free US Shipping! Shopping Cart: 0 item(s) - $0. Sean McQuaid on 09-
18-2019-- - Xlr8 exhaust. Nestled behind the front seats is a mid-mounted 3. 800+Hp-Piston - HalferLand Performance 800+HP Honda J-
Series J32/J35 89mm STD "Hyper" / Semi Forged Pistons (C clips and +1mm Larger Upgraded Wrist Pins Included) $550. Elusive Racing
provides Honda performance parts. Additionally, we have a complete line of automotive accessories and performance parts available at all
times. Research, compare and save listings, or contact sellers directly from 26 CL models in Nashville. Since opening our doors in 2003, Low
Mile JDM has developed into the largest JDM engine and parts provider in the United States. You get all sorts of new parts, and the seller says
"This car. The J32A2 comes out of the CL Type S and has a stock output of 260hp/232tq, which will bring us closer to our limit of a 12:1
power to weight ratio class. 5RL 215-225hp: J35A1 3. Save up to 40% on original replacement 2001 Acura CL Spark Plugs. J Series



Cylinder Head Exhaust Port Block off Plate (RCA) Our Price: $41. 72 Housing Bore: 48. So why is the price 4x as high? 4-Cyl Accord,
Element. 7L 1991-2005 Acura NSX 3. The J30 crank is a cast part wheras the Acura parts are forged, but don't bo fooled, although they are
forged and stronger than the J30 parts, that does not mean you can run 30lbs of boost on them, they are forged primarily to reduce weight.
Replacement Parts 38; Utility Containers and Funnels 1; Gauges 30. 5L J35A4; The following transmissions are usable: 6-Speed Manual;
Note: Does NOT support Automatic transmissions! Legal in California and CARB states only for racing vehicles which may never be used
upon a highway. 2L SOHC VTEC) 4340 Chrome Moly forged billet and 6AL4V Titanium Rods. CONTACT US AS WE WILL BE
ACCEPTING NEW ORDERS JANUARY 2021 WITH ACTUAL STOCK ON HAND WITH NO WAIT TIMES**Hand porting service
for your intake manifold. It was love at first sight with tuning community since the stylish cars were perfect for aftermarket performance parts
and accessories. Find Acura Tl Type S in Engine & Engine Parts | Find a car engine for sale locally in Ontario : gas and diesel engines,
alternators, carburetors, crankshafts and more and make your car more powerful. 01-03 Acura TL Type S J32A 3. Armstrong Race
Engineering (ARE) Dry Sump Systems - products engineered with a passion. $1000+ for custom-ground camshafts from other sources) and
produce excellent performance gains, particularly in the mid to high RPM range. A more aggressive camshaft, more free flowing intake/exhaust,
and a 2-stage intake manifold produced a 33. 2001–2003 J32A2 - CL Type-S, TL Type-S; 2004–2008 J32A3 - TL; 1998+ 3. It is now a
J32a2 out of an Acura CL Type S and this is mated to an 03 Accord 6-Speed Transmission. Performance Parts for Acura TL Summary: The
extra power added by engine performance parts should also be complemented with chassis/suspension parts. First is our turbo manifolds.
Elusive Racing provides Honda performance parts. They come with complete v-band sets on the collector exits to aid in the fabrication process
of the crossov. They do not come with the crossover for now. In this case, only a short block will remain of your J35. Conceived in this great
nation, our company strives to meet the needs of all consumers for automotive parts, such as tires, bike racks, performance parts, and more, in
Canada. Ford Performance Parts M-7003-R58C - Ford Performance Parts Cobra R Tremec 5-Speed HD Transmissions Transmission,
Manual, Tremec 5-Speed Extra HD, 5-Speed, Ford, Close Ratio, 2. 0L GT-40X PAIR OF ALUMINUM GT40 HEADS M-6049-X306;
FORD PERFORMANCE 302 351W 5. It was introduced in 1995 to replace the Acura Vigor and was badged for the Japanese-market from
1996 to 2000 as the Honda Inspire and from 1996 to 2004 as the Honda Saber. A-Spec suspension, A-Spec/OEM body kit (minus the
wing), OEM Fog Lights, and the Aluminum 6MT **** knob. INT/EXH - Dur @. 800+Hp-Piston - HalferLand Performance 800+HP Honda
J-Series J32/J35 89mm STD "Hyper" / Semi Forged Pistons (C clips and +1mm Larger Upgraded Wrist Pins Included) (11) Your Price:
$550. FORD PERFORMANCE 302 351W 5. x-series digital performance gauges A larger center LED, supermodel-thin cup design,
standard and metric readout and peak/recall are just a few of the reasons you will love X-Series. 55 Gross Lift: "/" LSA: 108° RPM: 1500 to
9500 Redline: 10000 Learn More. 2 Ll, SOHC VTEC Sequential Multiport Fuel-injected, 260HP engine b. Acura TL J32A2 Type-S engine,
J32A Motor V6 3. J32a2 J32a3 J35a3 J35a4 J35a5 J35a6 J35a7 J35a8 J35a9 J35z1 J35z2 J35z3 J35z4 J35z5 J35z6 J37a1 J37a2 J37a4
JNA1 (Hybrid) Chassis Codes: AP1 AP2 BB1 BB2 BB6 RL1 CE6 CG1 CG2 CM6 CM8 YA4 KA7 KA8 YD1 YD2 NA1 NA2 KA9
KB1 UA3 UA5 UA6: Fits: Click here to see full fitment list. 2 Type S J32A2 (auto harness only) 2002-2004 Odyssey 3. 5-litre V6, Rather
Than A 3. the engine we have in stock was removed from our donor vehicle in japan and imported directly to us with approximately 55k-65k
miles on it! ***note: this is a japanese imported engine and interchangeable with 2001-2003 acura cl (type-s model only) here in the united
states. Skunk2 Racing is an industry leading aftermarket performance parts manufacturer that designs, engineers, develops, and manufactures
engine, suspension, and exhaust performance parts for Honda, Acura, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Mazda, and Subaru. What Go-Parts Guarantees
You: Quality Guaranteed. 2 Type S J32A2 (auto harness only) 2002-2004 Odyssey 3. We've collected the shifter box/cables, ECU, pedals,
clutch master cylinder, one of the ECU harnesses (working on finding the other cheap - I've ID'ed it from the factory so if i can't get one used,
I'll buy new). G Series HUA White Mach. See more ideas about honda, honda (car), honda civic. JDM 01-03 Honda Acura TL Type S J32A
3. Skunk2 Racing is an industry leading aftermarket performance parts manufacturer that designs, engineers, develops, and manufactures
engine, suspension, and exhaust performance parts for Honda, Acura, Nissan, Mitsubishi, Mazda, and Subaru. Serial Number J32A1:
5400001- J32A2: 2300001 - Transmission Number B7WA - 5000001 I Ia b a. Oct 24, 2016 - At Motorcars Ltd we are experts at
everything Jaguar. Syn Garage. 「なるほどwifi」は、光回線やWiMAX等のモバイルwfiについて詳しく丁寧に解説するサイトです。初心者にわ
かりやすいをモットーにインターネット回線の基礎を詳しくご紹介しています。. Real Street Performance is a group of experienced enthusiasts
that are focused on providing a positive experience getting performance parts to customers. 4 Powerstroke Reman Motor for sale in Sandy,
UT on KSL Classifieds. Transmission Type 87WA: 5-speed Automatic b. Engine Type J32A 1: 3. 4l vin 2 6th digit sdn lx calif emis mt
306719 (US $1,000. J32A1 J32A2 J32A3: ALL: Click For More Info. JBA's shorty design is a modern innovation of the old header design.
[email protected] As hardcore car enthusiasts ourselves, we are honored to provide you with the most concise technical advice, specific
information, and performance-based guarantees in the entire JDM engine industry. From air intakes and suspension systems to racing seats and
performance chips – we have it all and much more to make functional or aesthetic improvement to your Honda. It is a 60° V6 - Honda's
existing C-series were 90° engines. What Go-Parts Guarantees You: Quality Guaranteed. The Acura TL is a midsize upscale car that was
manufactured by Acura. G Series HUA White Mach. CONTACT YOUR SALES REP OR EMAIL US ON THE CONTACT PAGE FOR
A CURRENT PRICE &. 5RL 215-225hp: J35A1 3. The Acura TL is a midsize upscale car that was manufactured by Acura. AEM Series 2
P&P EMS Honda J30A J30A1 J32A J32A1 J32A2 J35A4 Contact us for a price Part Number 30-6051 This is a standalone ECU for
Honda/Acura J-Series V6 applications listed inside. For a Honda engine swap, it’s worth it though and, arguably, better than later J-Series
versions. 0 J30a1 J32a1 J35a1 Timing Belt Tensioner Kit on 2040-parts. Length: 138. They come with complete v-band sets on the collector
exits to aid in the fabrication process of the crossov. Honda is one of the leading auto manufacturers in the world. J30a4 Supercharger. the
engine we have in stock was removed from our donor vehicle in japan and imported directly to us with approximately 55k-65k miles on it!
***note: this is a japanese imported engine and interchangeable with 2001-2003 acura cl (type-s model only) here in the united states. These
celebrity activists are champions for social justice; Daveed Diggs: 'I worked harder on The Little Mermaid than anything else' Kodak Black has
donated $150,000 to charity in five days since. With an engine that revs to 9k RPM, achieving high horsepower numbers isn’t too hard,
assuming parts like the camshaft are designed for it. Tips about increasing power up to 270-280 HP, and the list of main performance parts for
this purpose. A McLeod Racing clutch assembly, flywheel, and other powertrain components were all sourced using Honda S2000 parts. Just
submit a request using our free used engine locator service and our dealers contact you directly with pricing and information about your used
motor or used transmission. , enginedesignationname: J32A2, FI, VTEC Eng. Forum Tools Search this Forum. Advanced search. Some
performance parts, like turbochargers, oil coolers, dual exhausts (if not. CONTACT YOUR SALES REP OR EMAIL US ON THE
CONTACT PAGE FOR A CURRENT PRICE &. 0 J30a1 J32a1 J35a1 Timing Belt Tensioner Kit on 2040-parts. Been trying to find an



accurate answer about throttle body (TB) sizes that will/might work on the Si First of all: Civic Si TB (GMB6A), 60mm, ~$152 2006+ TSX
TB (GMA9A), 64mm, ~$607. All these performance parts will increase power to 320-330 HP at the flywheel. Engine Type J32A 1: 3. The
j32a2 has better heads over all and a slightly higher cp ratio then the j32a1 but only has 20 more hp and about 15 more tq so in my own opion
get what you can afford and make the best of it. Please send your throt. 0L V6 J30A1 / Acura CL / TL 1999-2003 3. In stock form the
cylinder heads have the merged exhaust ports which has zero performance advantages whatsoever. The engine bay now houses a limited
amount of trunk space, along with a relocated fuel tank. He would have to have been patient in finding one as they aren’t very common. 3 with
78k miles out of a 2001 Chevy Tahoe complete as shown NO computer - tags LQ9 5. Performance Aftermarket Products for Trucks,
Performance Cars, Luxury Cars, Sports Cars and Off-Road. These are the easiest to find and the biggest. We only stock the 5mm stainless
parts. To make such a J30/J32 hybrid work properly, you have to. 0 J30a1 J32a1 J35a1 Timing Belt Tensioner Kit on 2040-parts. SFX
Performance has been supplying customers with quality performance parts, wheels and accessories since 1997 and with over 20 years in the
business and experienced techs and sales reps with years of automotive performance, motor sports and racing experience our technical
advisors can assist you with any automotive project. Extreme PSI:: J32a2 J32a3 J35a3 J35a4 J35a5 J35a6 J35a7 J35a8 • Universal Parts.
High Performance / Heavy Duty FRAM {Click Info Button for Alternate/OEM Part Numbers 1560041010, D9AZ6731A, E7NN6714AA,
ZZL014302 } Tough Guard; Spin-On Spin-on Oil Filter. Output was 225 hp (168 kW) @ 5600 rpm and 217 lb⋅ft (294 N⋅m) @ 4700 rpm
for the J32A1, with the J32A2 raising output to 260 hp (194 kW) @ 6200 rpm and 232 lb⋅ft (315 N⋅m) @ 3500-5500 rpm. These injectors
are ideal for modified all motor K-Series engines using performance parts such as cams, intake, Kpro, header, throttle body or intake manifold.
0-liter engine that helped it receive a 38-mpg highway rating * from the EPA, proving that normal is anything but boring. Brand new release
from TR Performance is our T3 cast turbo manifold for the 06+ Honda Civic Si! Fits 2 and 4 door with the K20 iVTec engine. May 29, 2014
at 11:18 PM #132. Of all the mods you’ve made, which do you think offers the biggest bang for the buck? How did you go about selecting the
specific parts for this build? Any installation tips to share?. heads/manifold/tb or get J32A2 short block along with J32A2 upper/lower manifold
and throttle body. performance 158-hp Engine The Civic Sedan comes standard with a 158-horsepower, * 2. Acura's J-Series V6 engines
have a reputation for using more oil than advertised. Other details include steel box-flared fenders, a vented hood, Corvette brakes, a relocated
fuel tank, and more. 2L SOHC VTEC V6 Engine Engine Serial Number: J32A-2300078All Electronics, Wiring Harness and ECU have to be
used out of the original engine onto this engine. I'm currently working on swapping the Pilot 4WD trans and rear diff along with a J32A2 from
my old CL into a CRV. $1000+ for custom-ground camshafts from other sources) and produce excellent performance gains, particularly in the
mid to high RPM range. The coil in the pic isn't a M104 type and I can't say with 100% certainty that very late M120 didn't use that coil.
Output was 225 hp (168 kW) at 5600 rpm and 217 lb⋅ft (294 N⋅m) at 4700 rpm for the J32A1, with the J32A2 raising output to 260 hp
(194 kW) at 6200 rpm and 232 lb⋅ft (315 N⋅m) at 3500-5500 rpm. 6) Exceptional Auto Parts Sdn. � You will need the following
performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a J32A2 intake and exhaust system. All the car
magazines gushed over the NSX gorgeous looks, incredible handling, and unstoppable performance. com is a leading supplier of OEM Acura
parts along with parts and accessories for Honda vehicles. Stick with the proven brands and you get a high quality product backed by a great
organization. Below is a list of info and aftermarket parts: - 1997 Acura Integra LS – 127,000 Miles On Body - 2002 J32A2 Acura TL Type-
S Motor – Roughly 60,000 Miles - Will Also Include 2002 TL Motor – Runs Great – 100,000 Miles - 2003 Honda Accord 2003 6-Speed
Transmission – 50,000 Miles - HASPORT J-Series Mounts - Full Black Interior Conversion. These are turbo manifolds only. 22 Available
This is a standalone ECU for Honda/Acura J-Series V6 applications listed inside. A McLeod Racing clutch assembly, flywheel, and other
powertrain components were all sourced using Honda S2000 parts. High Performance / Heavy Duty FRAM {Click Info Button for
Alternate/OEM Part Numbers 1560041010, D9AZ6731A, E7NN6714AA, ZZL014302 } Tough Guard; Spin-On Spin-on Oil Filter. CL TL
Type S J32A2: 2001-200 : 3. This ecu completely replaces the factory ecu and controls every aspect of the engine. Syn Garage. big port
j32a2 cylinder head being assembled with all new hardware. Year Warranty. the j35 from the odessy is a ez find and has more displacement
then the j32a2 has the same heads and valve train but different pistons and cams but. Serial Number J32A1: 5400001- J32A2: 2300001 -
Transmission Number B7WA - 5000001 I Ia b a. SKU # 72616. PERFORMANCE POLICE CAR POWERGLIDE PREMIUM These
parts are discontinued and may currently be in stock but may not be listed in this catalog. In addition to cars, they manufacture high-quality
JDM performance parts and OEM parts that are compatible with many aftermarket parts. It has a custom wireworx harness but running into
issues on the map sensor. •2001 Acura CL Premium Coupe 2 3. Please supply your complete application with VIN number & whether the
vehicle is equipped with certain accessories such as power steering, air conditioning, automatic or manual transmission, & two wheel or four
wheel drive. Engine Type J32A 1: 3. HON-220-580-1620F: ACURA J32A Rods (TL, CL, Inspire, 3. 2L enginedesignationname: J32A1, FI,
VTEC Eng. PERFORMANCE POLICE CAR POWERGLIDE PREMIUM These parts are discontinued and may currently be in stock but
may not be listed in this catalog. 2L GAS •2002 Honda Odyssey Cargo Mini Cargo Van 5 3. Final word, IMO, either keep stock cyl. x-series
digital performance gauges A larger center LED, supermodel-thin cup design, standard and metric readout and peak/recall are just a few of the
reasons you will love X-Series. 4l vin 2 6th digit sdn lx calif emis mt 306719 (US $1,000. Requires kit #84161. Ford Powerstroke
Performance Parts ; Chevy/GMC Diesel Performance Parts ; J32a2 J32a3 J35a3 J35a4 J35a5 J35a6 J35a7 J35a8 J35a9 J35z1 J35z2 J35z3
J35z4 J35z5. Performance parts are meant to add horsepower and push your vehicle to its maximum capability. 22 Available This is a
standalone ECU for Honda/Acura J-Series V6 applications listed inside. There is a Caltex at the end of the row of shops. OBX Racing sports
and the parts contained herein are not sponsored, affiliated, associated, licensed nor authorized or otherwise connected in anyway with
America Honda Motor Corporation, Inc the original equipment. 0L 1991-1995 Acura Legend 3. 2L VTEC J-series V6 J32A2 V6 (Type-S
Models) 2003 Acura CL-S CT Engineering 3. Used Engines. The j32A2 out of the Acura tl type s is also a good engine but they are much
harder to find. 2L J32A2, Honda Accord. 2l motor (US $1,399. Page 1: Introducton Page 2: My car Stock Page 3: Interior Shots Page 4:
Turbo Parts Photos Page 5: Random Shots Page 6: Random Shots Page 7: 3. That would be awesome. Cooling Performance Drag Race
Spec. This means you do not need to replace any parts of the harness or sensors, just plug the EMS into the harness and begin tuning! This
Series 2 EMS was designed specifically for J-motor swaps, and allo. After much discussion, we have decide to purchase a list of stock parts to
replace all the gaskets and seals and other parts. For a Honda engine swap, it’s worth it though and, arguably, better than later J-Series
versions. Elusive Racing provides Honda performance parts. ARP's Flywheel and Flexplate Bolts deliver unmatched performance and safety
for both street or strip vehicles alike. Performance level 4 - Stage 2 - 3⁄4 Race - Road/Rally Race and Street/Strip. The j32a2 has better heads
over all and a slightly higher cp ratio then the j32a1 but only has 20 more hp and about 15 more tq so in my own opion get what you can afford
and make the best of it. More Pictures of the Custom Carbon Fiber Triple Gauge Pod Honda Factory Performance Shift Knob. These



injectors are ideal for modified all motor K-Series engines using performance parts such as cams, intake, Kpro, header, throttle body or intake
manifold. Therefore, we had decided to run the Honda IM cover and it hasn't been an issue. Take A Sneak Peak At The Movies Coming Out
This Week (8/12) JoJo Siwa ‘super-duper happy’ after coming out as queer. In this case, only a short block will remain of your J35. Maybe
you would like your J30A1 engine to go a bit faster than it does right now. Since opening our doors in 2003, Low Mile JDM has developed
into the largest JDM engine and parts provider in the United States. Acces PDF J35 Honda Engine J35 Honda Engine The J35 is a 3.
Description Tri-Symetrical curve slots dampen vibration harmonics for a quieter, more responsive brake pedal feel Increased surface area
allows for greater heat dissipation and more consistent braking. Since opening our doors in 2003, Low Mile JDM has developed into the
largest JDM engine and parts provider in the United States. north jersey auto parts "turbo" - craigslist 01 03 ACURA CL TYPE S 3.
#neversleepperformance #neversleepusa #honda #acura #jseries #hondajseries #hondajseriesv6 #hondaracing #hondalife #garagelife #j32
#j32a2 #flowtest #portlife #acuracl #supertech #webcams #covid_19 @ Akron, Ohio. Our mission to our customers is to provide them with
one place to come for discount Honda and Acura parts and accessories. 8L DOHC obd2 JDM Engine GS RS LS Civic CRX 91-93 Acura
Legend C32A 3. 0L DOHC i-VTEC Engine Base Model Acura RSX. You would also need the following J32A2 parts: injector base (lower
manifold) including fuel rails, fuel injectors, upper manifold and throttle body, and new head studs. Acura & Honda. Elusive Racing's wide
range of quality brands Honda Oem, K Tuned, Skunk2, Spoon, Tegiwa and Project Mu. is the sole authorized North American distributor for
Mugen Co. AEM Series 2 Plug & Play Engine Management System: Acura & Honda J-Series Swap. We've collected the shifter box/cables,
ECU, pedals, clutch master cylinder, one of the ECU harnesses (working on finding the other cheap - I've ID'ed it from the factory so if i can't
get one used, I'll buy new). 2L VTEC J-series V6 J32A2 V6 (Type-S Models) 2003 Acura CL-S CT Engineering 3. These injector flow rates
are for informational use only, and to be used for setting up fuel parameters on our tunable ECU's only. The difference between the K20C1
engine and Honda engines of the past is the direct injection and tumble-port design. Free Shipping in Canada over $99. Acces PDF J35 Honda
Engine J35 Honda Engine The J35 is a 3. J32a Turbo Kit. Come join the discussion about performance, modifications, troubleshooting,
power-adders, racing, maintenance, and more!. 2L VTEC J-series V6 J32A2 V6 (Type-S Models) 2003 Acura CL-S CT Engineering 3. �
You will need the following performance parts: cold air intake system, a J37A throttle body, J30A4 pistons, a J32A2 head, a J32A2 intake
and exhaust system. High Performance / Heavy Duty FRAM {Click Info Button for Alternate/OEM Part Numbers 1560041010,
D9AZ6731A, E7NN6714AA, ZZL014302 } Tough Guard; Spin-On Spin-on Oil Filter. Performance Bolt On/ Drop In Parts Featured
Products Stage2Cams - J-SERIES - DYNO PROVEN *HP STAGE 2 "ALL AROUND" PERFORMANCE CAMSHAFT or "CUTTING
SERVICE" (MODEL FITMENT IN DROP DOWN MENU) + 1 Year Warranty (FREE SHIPPING). They come with complete v-band
sets on the collector exits to aid in the fabrication process of the crossov. V-tec & ECU tuning req. Stainless Steel Allen Head Bolt Kit for J
series Top Plate. 0L SOHC 24V FWD Auto. The limited-slip differential that is. #1 Trusted Specialists in BMW and VW Performance Parts
and Tuning, and we manufacture parts. Instead of your heads, you can use J32A2 heads, J32A2 pistons, and a J32A2 intake and exhaust
system. 2L V6 J30A1 / J32A1 Stainless Steel Headers Downpipe | NOTE: DOES NOT FIT MANUAL TRANSMISSION / REQUIRES
MODIFICATIONS FOR INSTALLATION | Inlet: 1. 050" Lift: °/° RR: 1. , Direct Ship 100% guarantee. 2002 Acura TL Base 6 Cyl 3. 2
Ll, SOHC VTEC Sequential Multiport Fuel-injected, 225HP engine J32A2: 3. They do not come with the crossover for now. Of all the mods
you’ve made, which do you think offers the biggest bang for the buck? How did you go about selecting the specific parts for this build? Any
installation tips to share?. Save up to 40% on original replacement 2001 Acura CL Spark Plugs. OEMAcuraparts. 2l motor (US $1,399. The
difference between the K20C1 engine and Honda engines of the past is the direct injection and tumble-port design. American SAE 10-24 will
fit. Recommended engine oil and filling capacity. 2L F22B1 VTEC INTAKE MANIFOLD GASKET Intake Manifold Gasket Set Fits 97-02
Acura Honda Accord CL 3. WE ALSO HAVE THIS AVAILABLE IN A LOW MILEAGE USED ENGINE WITH A 12 MONTH
UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY. See more ideas about honda, honda (car), honda civic. Drag Race Spec. 800+Hp-Piston -
HalferLand Performance 800+HP Honda J-Series J32/J35 89mm STD "Hyper" / Semi Forged Pistons (C clips and +1mm Larger Upgraded
Wrist Pins Included) (11) Your Price: $550. Mopar Parts Giant offers replacement parts of the highest quality and standards that meet each
specific vehicles specifications at discounted prices. The 2nd gen TL you can bolt on performance parts easily. J32A1 J32A2 J32A3: ALL:
Click For More Info. 480-317-0090. 561-427-0082. Use J32A2 intake and exhaust systems Using all of these parts will actually increase
your power to about 320-330 horsepower. Honda was able to achieve such great horsepower per liter by utilizing their VTEC technology, as
well as having very high rev limiters ((RPM*Torque)/5252 = Horsepower). I'm going to lift it a bit and turn it into a fun little pre-runner type
car. 0L V6 J30A1 / Acura CL / TL 1999-2003 3. Fel-pro Fuel Pump Mounting Gasket For 1953-1955 International R132 3. An included
dyno sheet from Underpressure Power & Performance in Colorado Springs showed 232 wheel horsepower and 199 lb-ft of torque. Since
1914, Beck/Arnley Worldparts, Inc. In addition to cars, they manufacture high-quality JDM performance parts and OEM parts that are
compatible with many aftermarket parts. WE ALSO HAVE THIS AVAILABLE IN A LOW MILEAGE USED ENGINE WITH A 12
MONTH UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY. Air Filter All Beck Arnley Engine Push Rods are of Original Equipment form, fit, and
function and meet or exceed OE specifications. Performance may be improved by head porting. Select top brands Airtex, Denso, Motorcraft,
Genuine, ACDelco. big port j32a2 cylinder head being assembled with all new hardware. 2L VTEC J-series V6 J32A2 V6 (Type-S Models)
Acura ILX. The Acura TL is a midsize upscale car that was manufactured by Acura. In this case, only a short block will remain of your J35.
The included SCG-1 Boost controller will let you set a safe Air Fuel Ratio (AFR) and it will cut boost if it becomes unsafe, making your setup
more reliable and user/tuner friendly. JDM 01-03 Honda Acura TL Type S J32A 3. Just submit a request using our free used engine locator
service and our dealers contact you directly with pricing and information about your used motor or used transmission. 5mm Valve Locks 7
Degree. Since 1981 King Motorsports has provided the highest quality performance products and services proven by eight road racing
championships. All the shells were ejected about seven feet away from me at 4 to 5 o’clock position. On launch, the extra power becomes
wheelspin and hop. Treadstone manifolds are cast using a h. This kit features: Dual mount height. Performance may be improved by head
porting. We offer the highest quality performance parts, manufactured by brands such as Mickey Thompson , BD Diesel , MSD , Enkei , Royal
Purple , and more, coupled with free. Performance may be improved by head porting. From air intakes and suspension systems to racing seats
and performance chips – we have it all and much more to make functional or aesthetic improvement to your Honda. HTP was the first Real
street bike to break the. 1991 Acura NSX Coupe CT Engineering Product Code. Engine Number J32A1 - 5400001 I Ia b a. the engine we
have in stock was removed from our donor vehicle in japan and imported directly to us with approximately 55k-65k miles on it! ***note: this is
a japanese imported engine and interchangeable with 2001-2003 acura cl (type-s model only) here in the united states. SFX Performance has
been supplying customers with quality performance parts, wheels and accessories since 1997 and with over 20 years in the business and



experienced techs and sales reps with years of automotive performance, motor sports and racing experience our technical advisors can assist
you with any automotive project
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